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Times Square: The Crossroads of the World

 Over the years, Times Square has transformed from a commercial center into a 

symbol of New Year's Eve celebrations. The annual ball drop tradition began in 1907 

when the New Year's Eve �reworks display was replaced with a more dazzling 

spectacle. Since then, millions of people have gathered in Times Square every 

December 31st to watch the crystal ball descend and ring in the new year.

 Times Square, often referred to as "The 

Crossroads of the World," is one of the most 

iconic and bustling commercial intersections in

New York City. Located at the junction of 

Broadway and Seventh Avenue, it's a place that 

never sleeps, and it's steeped in history and

culture.

 Times Square wasn't always the bright and bustling entertainment hub we 

know today. In the late 19th century, it was a horse carriage district, and its name 

was Longacre Square. In 1904, the New York Times moved its headquarters to the 

area, and to mark the occasion, the square was renamed Times Square. The 

newspaper's famous illuminated sign quickly became a landmark.

History and Transformation

 One of the de�ning features of Times Square is its bright lights and digital

Lights and Entertainment
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 Broadway, which intersects with Times Square, is world-famous for its theaters

and musicals. It's often referred to as "The Great White Way." Shows like "The 

Phantom of the Opera," "Hamilton," and "The Lion King" have graced the stages of 

Broadway theaters in Times Square, entertaining audiences from around the globe.

 Times Square is an avenue for street performers and artists, where musicians,

dancers, living statues, and caricature artists bring the heart of Manhattan to life

with their captivating talents. These talented individuals transform the square into

an open-air stage where the city's heartbeat and artistic soul converge.

 In conclusion, Times Square is a vibrant, bustling, and ever-changing part of

New York City, making it a must-visit destination for both tourists and locals alike. Its

unique energy and iconic status make it an enduring symbol of the city that never

sleeps.

billboards. The area is home to some of the most iconic electronic displays in the 

world, with messages and advertisements constantly changing and captivating 

visitors. These LED screens showcase everything from Broadway show 

advertisements to news headlines.
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3) Which of the following best describes the signi�cance of Times Square's street 

performers and artists?

a) They primarily contribute to the square's commercial aspect.

b) They transform Times Square into an iconic open-air stage. 

c) They are organized by the city government to promote tourism.

d) They are a recent addition and not an integral part of Times Square's 

culture.

1) Why is Times Square often referred to as "The Crossroads of the World"?

2) What event led to the annual New Year's Eve ball drop tradition in Times Square?

a) the opening of the �rst Broadway theater in Times Square

b) the invention of the �rst electric billboard in Times Square

c) the replacement of the New Year's Eve �reworks display in 1907

d) the arrival of the New York Times headquarters in Times Square
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4) What �gurative language device is used in the sentence below? 

Time Square never sleeps.

a) personi�cation

b) allusion

c) irony

d) symbolism

5) What does the phrase “steeped in history” mean?

a) doesn’t have much of a history

b) has its own history

c) has a secret history 

d) has a lot of history
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